
Founded in 2013, we are Switzerland's oldest, regulated, professional company for crypto-financial services. We played a
crucial role in the development of the crypto valley and the overall Swiss blockchain ecosystem. Most of all, we continue to
strive forward in delivering cutting-edge solutions for our clients.

IT Systems Engineer

About the role:

As IT Systems-Engineer you are responsible for the cloud-based infrastructure on which the trading, custody, support,
and many other services operate to facilitate Bitcoin Suisse clients to trade, invest and securely store crypto assets
24/7. You will be working on an IT environment in spanning 3 locations with around 180 employees and hundreds of
concurrent users.

Main responsibilities

Oversee the design and implementation of the Swiss Azure virtual server infrastructure, databases, and related service
infrastructure
Oversee the operationalization and integration of in-house developed and externally procured software components.
Oversee he operation of the MS Exchange cluster, MS IIS web servers, Active Directories, Group Policy, and other
components required to administrate a complex server and end-user workplace environment.
Advising business stakeholders in making strategic buy-or-make decision, defining system roadmaps and identifying
solutions for meeting long-term business goals.

Here is our wish list for what you can do already

University Bachelor’s degree in information technology or apprenticeship
Broad technical background in IT, especially on Microsoft technologies
Profound knowledge of IT security
Experience of minimum 5 years with the following technologies

Azure and virtualization technologies
Scripting with PowerShell or similar
Microsoft Windows Server
Microsoft Azure Active Directory
Microsoft group policy management
Microsoft SQL Server
Microsoft IIS webservers
Microsoft Exchange

Committed problem solver with a positive personality and can-do mentality, who is comfortable with driving and
manage changes
Flexibility to support the team for duty calls and able to work with different international stake holders in three locations
Fluent in English in writing and speaking is mandatory and German knowledge is desired

Are you looking for an exciting and challenging job in a dynamic and international environment where you will play a very
important role in the success of the company? And is the opportunity to work with leading organizations within the space
of Crypto Finance as well as the opportunity to shape your role and tasks driven by your interests appealing to you?

Note that for this position only direct applications will be considered and with a valid working permit for
Switzerland. 

Apply now

https://bitcoin-suisse.onlyfy.jobs/apply/nc9y3qvjb04ct51os7z0iejz2j9ozt6

